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Some Kind of Wonderland 
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 The smooth, low voice of Alex Kapranos flows through the speaker singing the 

mysterious words of mastermind Lewis Carroll’s poem, “The Lobster Quadrille,” “Would not, 

could not, would not, could not, would not join the dance.” The Franz Ferdinand singer is 

accompanied by a curious and chilling melody, which his deep voice contrasts beautifully, and 

takes the listener straight to Wonderland. 

 Alice in Wonderland opened March 5, and the soundtrack Almost Alice, leaked February 

23, did not amount to the all the anticipation and hype surrounding the film itself. This album is 

not the official soundtrack to the movie. The official soundtrack, Tim Burton’s Alice in 

Wonderland, has 24 original scores by Academy-Award nominee Danny Elfman, and invites the 

listener into the whimsical and imaginative world of Wonderland. There is no doubt that Tim 

Burton is a creative-filmmaking genius, but somehow, between the creation of the movie and 

Almost Alice, something missed a beat.  

 Almost Alice contains sixteen tracks, some original and some covers, by artists and bands 

from completely different side of the music spectrum. This soundtrack demonstrates a nice 

attempt on Disney’s part to connect to the film’s audience.  Unfortunately, Disney may be a little 

oblivious to most of Alice in Wonderlands actual audience.  

 Due in part to Burton’s adaptation of the film into his own obscure and “gothic” world, 

and the brilliant transformation of Johnny Depp into the Mad Hatter, the film has created an 



almost-cult following. Therefore it may come as a surprise to hear Avril Lavigne’s voice blare 

through the speakers on the first track of the album, when something along the lines of The Mars 

Volta or The Sound of Animals Fighting may be more correlative to the film’s obscurity. 

(However, it is extremely doubtful that those kinds of musicians would ever appear on 

something labeled by the Disney Corporation.) 

 Along with Avril Lavigne, the album also includes the likes of The All-American 

Rejects, All Time Low, Metro Station, 3OH!3, The Cure’s Robert Smith, Kerli, Plain White T’s, 

Motion City Soundtrack, Wolfmother, and Grace Potter and the Nocturnals. Following Avril’s 

first-person perspective of Alice’s journey is the eerily upbeat sound of The All-American 

Rejects and then some techni-something-or-other from Owl City. Next is Shinedown’s “Her 

name is Alice,” which is nothing special considering it sounds like any other song they’ve ever 

recorded.  

 The album seems to pick up when it hits All Time Low’s “Painting Flowers.” Some other 

notable mentions for the album include the Mark Hoppus’ brilliant collaboration with Pete 

Wentz in “In Transit.” Franz Ferdidnand’s musical adaptation, and tribute, of Lewis Carrol’s 

“Lobster Quadrille,” mentioned earlier, is nothing short of amazing. 

 An interesting aspect of the album is that every song name chronicles Alice’s journey 

back through Wonderland. 3OH!3 provides an electronica dance-track “Follow Me Down,” with 

a chorus that will no doubt get stuck in everyone’s head. “Fa la la la, fa la la la.” Robert Smith’s 

“Very Good Advice” spouts a monotonous tone but is laced with the same mysterious but 

curious melody that finds its way into almost every song on the album.  



 Overall, Almost Alice provides an interesting interpretation of the movie, with tracks that 

were strongly inspired not only by the film, but by Burton as well. There still are areas that seem 

to be lacking the originality and flavor that Burton brings to his projects, but taking into 

consideration that this is an unofficial soundtrack, produced by Disney, and filled with a huge 

blend of musicians, Almost Alice is quality work.  

 Lewis Carroll’s words remain floating in the air, questioning, “Will you, won't you, will 

you, won't you, will you join the dance?” 


